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Long Endurance Autonomous Flight 
for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

This paper presents a summary of research performed at the University of Sydney 
towards extending the flight duration of fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles. A his-

torical context to extended flight is provided and particular attention is paid to research 
in autonomous soaring and aerial refueling. Autonomous soaring presents a unique set 
of challenges whereby an aircraft must autonomously identify sources of energy in the 
wind field and generate trajectories to exploit these conditions to collect energy. The 
basic mechanisms of soaring flight are examined and methods for generating energy 
gaining trajectories for exploration, information gathering and patrolling missions with 
multiple aircraft are detailed. Aerial refueling represents a complementary approach for 
extending flight duration, and the challenges and current efforts towards autonomous 
refueling between small aircraft are also detailed.

Introduction

Whilst Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) have become increasingly 
capable platforms used in a wide variety of applications, most are 
still limited in their endurance by the necessity for on-board energy 
storage for propulsion. However, recent research has aimed to ad-
dress this issue by examining methods for extending flight duration 
by collecting energy during flight. There are two distinct approaches 
to this problem. The first is the direct and ongoing capture of energy 
from the vehicle’s surrounding environment, such as soaring in wind 
or collecting solar energy using solar panels. The second is the de-
liberate resupply of energy from other vehicles using aerial refueling 
or recharging.

Soaring

Soaring is the process of exploiting wind to collect energy. Soaring 
was discovered when some birds were noted to be capable of flying 
for extended periods of time without flapping their wings and seem-
ingly without losing airspeed or altitude. Early aerodynamic research 
had shown that energy must be lost to drag by any object moving 
through a fluid. Thus, it was determined that since the birds were 
not directly expending energy they must be capturing energy from 
the wind [49, 52, 2]. This process is known as soaring and there are 
two primary methods for energy capture in wind, static soaring and 

dynamic soaring. Static soaring is the process of flying through air 
that is rising relative to the ground. This method is utilized by both 
birds and manned gliders where there are naturally occurring sources 
of rising air (thermals) [60, 50]. Thermals occur when an area of the 
ground is heated (usually by the sun) to a warmer temperature than 
surrounding areas. The warm air is less dense and rises with respect 
to the cooler surrounding air, and an aircraft that flies in the rising air 
will collect energy (illustrated in figure 1). Thermals are favoured by 
both birds and human glider pilots because they are relatively com-
mon and easy to utilise for energy gain [51, 57].

Figure 1 - Static soaring in a thermal
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Dynamic soaring utilises trajectories through distributions of wind 
speed (wind shear) to obtain increased kinetic energy (see figure 2). 
This is often performed cyclically, with the energy gained in each 
cycle being used to travel before starting the next cycle. This method 
was originally discovered being used by birds such as albatrosses 
over the ocean [24, 62, 69]. Dynamic soaring generally requires good 
knowledge of the wind field to calculate trajectories which result in 
energy gain. Naturally occurring sources of wind shear are boundary 
layers which occur over surfaces (such as the ground or ocean), 
shear generated by flow around geographic obstacles, and meteoro-
logical shear.

Early research in soaring focused on how birds identified and used 
sources of energy, the amount of energy that could be obtained, and 
how they integrated soaring behaviours with their needs for travelling 
and foraging flight [63, 55]. Parallel research for manned aircraft has 
focused mainly on static soaring which is the primary energy capture 
method for manned gliders. This led to the development of relatively 
simple algorithms such as the speed-to-fly rules [39, 40] for cross 
country gliding. These rules are used to determine when a vehicle 
should utilise a thermal and when to travel to maximise overall ave-
rage speed based on an estimate of thermal strengths. 

Whilst the bird and manned glider problems have received significant 
attention, it is only in recent years that soaring with UAVs has been 
addressed as a research problem. The earliest research attempted to 
imitate the behavior of manned glider pilots by utilising simple gliding 
rules (such as estimating the best orbit radius for a thermal) for cross-
country flights in autonomous UAVs [4, 5, 3]. Extensions to this work 
culminated in the demonstration of a fully autonomous glider which 
flew for over 4 hours on a 97 km round trip flight unofficially setting a 
new soaring record [18]. Dynamic soaring has also been considered 
but due to the difficulty of testing has mainly been limited to simula-
tion. Previous work used off-line numerical optimization techniques 
to calculate the wind strengths required for feasible dynamic soaring 
and showed that shear layers over the ocean should contain sufficient 
energy to provide continuous or assisted flight for small (< 10 kg) 
UAVs [70, 71, 37, 17]. Further work examined on-line reactive stra-
tegies for soaring in shear [8, 7, 32] and turbulent fields [29, 15]. Of 
further interest is the application of machine learning to the soaring 
problem. Reinforcement learning seems like a natural choice for this 
type of problem due to the inherent goal of balancing exploration and 
exploitation, but previous implementations suffered from issues of 
state space complexity and slow learning rates [64, 65, 28].

Figure 2 - Dynamic soaring in wind shear

Autonomous aerial refueling

An alternative to capturing energy from the environment is the deli-
berate resupply of an aerial vehicle during flight. Aerial refueling has 
been used to extend the mission duration of manned aircraft for 
decades. This has been almost exclusively within the military space 
where two strategies are employed. In probe and drogue refueling, a 
drogue is unwound behind a tanker and a pilot navigates a receiver’s 
probe to contact. Boom and receptacle refueling requires a pilot to 
station-keep relative to a tanker aircraft while a human operator ma-
nually navigates an aerodynamically controlled rigid boom to contact 
with the receiver’s receptacle. Due to the close proximity operations 
required by these methods, the procedure is inherently dangerous and 
requires significant pilot training, practice and skill.

With the recent surge in the number of operational UAVs, automa-
ting this procedure is the natural next step and is not limited to the 
military space, or even large UAVs. To date, completely autonomous 
aerial refueling (AAR) between two UAVs has not been demonstrated. 
Although an AAR procedure comprises many phases, the barrier to 
success is generally accepted as being the sensing and navigation 
challenges surrounding tight formation flight. Here, separation is defi-
ned as being less than one wingspan [56] and can translate to only a 
few meters in some cases. 

Work on tight formation relative navigation has focused on utilising 
air-to-air relative observations to obtain an accurate and timely rela-
tive state estimate. Vision-only techniques have included active visual 
contours [16], silhouette based techniques [27], template matching 
[44] and feature extraction [41, 61]. Other approaches have fused the 
vision measurements with inertial and GPS sensors from one or more 
aircraft in loosely-coupled [43, 21] and tightly coupled arrangements 
[47, 20, 66]. Experimental validation has mostly occurred in simu-
lations of varying fidelity with notable exceptions being rendezvous 
experiments [48], GPS-based loose formation flights [22] and the 
first closed-loop, vision-only loose formation flight [25].

Figure 3 - Air-relative velocity and applied forces for a gliding aircraft. The 
air relative quantities represent the motion of the vehicle with respect to a 
stationary air frame, which is actually moving through inertial space due to 
the wind.
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Soaring

Dynamics of soaring flight

The conditions required for energy-gain flight can be identified by 
analysing the equations of motion of an aircraft in wind. This section 
briefly describes a dynamic model for a soaring aircraft and examines 
the mechanisms of soaring through analysis of the resulting energy 
equations.

Dynamic model

The dynamic model used in the analysis and simulation for this work 
is an aerodynamic point mass model. The applied forces are the 
aerodynamic force (decomposed into lift, L, and drag, D) and the 
weight force (mg). The aerodynamic force is a function of the motion 
of the vehicle relative to the surrounding air and the physical proper-
ties of the aircraft (shape, size, surface properties). Body force due 
to sideslip is not considered. Weight is the force due to gravity and 
is directed down (a flat Earth model is assumed due to the relatively 
small scale of the aircraft and flight paths). Thus there are two impor-
tant frames of reference: an inertial frame which is fixed with respect 
to the ground, and the air-relative frame which is the aircraft motion 
relative to the surrounding air. Figure 3 illustrates the forces acting on 
a gliding aircraft in wind.

Wind is defined in inertial space and represents the motion of the 
air relative to the ground-fixed inertial frame. The air-relative velocity 
vector represents the motion of the vehicle with respect to the sur-
rounding air by treating the wind field as a stationary frame. Thus the 
airspeed is the magnitude, the air-relative climb aγ  is the vertical 
angle and  aψ  is the heading angle of this air-relative motion vector. 
The bank angle φ  is the rotation of the lift vector around the velocity 
vector. The air-relative to inertial transformation matrix is denoted i

aC
and is made up of the standard rotation transformation matrices such 
that ( ) ( ) ( )i

a z a y a xC L L Lψ γ φ= .

The air-relative velocity can be described in terms of the airspeed aV , 
heading aψ  and air-relative climb angle aγ  :
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The drag coefficient is estimated using the common approximation 
where the effective drag coefficient )D(C  is the sum of parasitic 

,0 )D(C  and lift-induced D,i(C )  drag components [6]. Induced drag 
is a function of the lift coefficient LC , aspect ratio  and efficiency 
factor ε .
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Consider the case of locally spatially-fixed linear wind gradients. Let 
Jw be the spatial wind gradients at a particular location,
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By summing the applied forces (lift, drag, and weight) in the inertial 
frame and differentiating the velocities for acceleration, a set of dyna-
mic equations can be obtained which describe the motion of a gli-
ding aircraft. Assuming that roll rate ( )d / dtϕ  is directly controlled, 
the system can be solved by specifying climb angle rate ( )ad / dtγ  
or specific lift ( )L / m as a control input. Physical limitations mean 
that the maximum specific lift is limited by maximum lift coefficient 
( )L,maxC and load factor constraints ( )min maxn ,n . In such cases, the 
lift is specified and (6) returns the climb angle rate. The resulting 
equations for the system are shown in (5)–(9), where P



  is the velo-
city of the vehicle in the inertial frame.

Further information and full derivation of the equations can be found 
in [33].
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These equations can be integrated numerically to simulate gliding 
flight in wind. This model assumes that a controller is able to track 
a specified roll rate and either pitch rate or lift coefficient. The simu-
lations used in the following sections are based on a remote control 
RnR SBXC scale glider. Relevant parameters are listed in table 2.

Soaring energy

The dynamic model can be examined in terms of the energy gained 
or lost to give an understanding of how wind contributes to the overall 
energy of the platform. The energy of a point mass can be described 
as the sum of gravitational potential and kinetic energy. We define the 
air-relative energy a E as the aerodynamic energy of the vehicle with 
respect to the surrounding air (treating the air as a local inertial frame 
with respect to the aircraft). Taking the time derivative of the air-rela-
tive energy and substituting the airspeed acceleration (equation (8)) 
yields the overall specific power.

 
wJ

Ta
a z a w

E DV gW V V
m m

= − − −
  

                                                 (10)

This equation illustrates how a gliding aircraft can gain or lose air-
relative energy from a wind field. The first term is the power loss 
due to drag. This is always an energy loss term since the airspeed 
must be greater than zero. The second term is the static soaring term 
representing energy gained or lost from vertical wind. The third term 
is the dynamic soaring term and represents energy gained or lost due 
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to wind gradients and is affected by airspeed, climb angle and wind 
gradients. Equation (10) shows that energy gained or lost from wind 
shear is proportional to the airspeed. In general terms, increased airs-
peed increases energy capture or loss rate and allows energy capture 
from lower magnitude wind gradients.

These equations can be used to identify important conditions for gli-
ding flight, such as the optimal airspeed and climb angle for minimum 
sink and maximum range. Further, the optimal conditions for energy 
gain in shear can be calculated when the magnitude of the wind gra-
dient in known. These identities are beyond the scope of this article, 
but can be found in [31].

Exploration of wind fields

An interesting problem in soaring is that of a vehicle attempting to 
simultaneously explore and exploit an unknown wind field using soa-
ring. This introduces a requirement for on-line mapping as the vehi-
cle must now also attempt to create a map of the field whilst using 
that map to generate feasible and energy-gaining paths. This task is 
complicated by the fact that generally the wind cannot be remotely 
observed by a small UAV with common on-board sensors. Further, 
wind fields vary spatially and temporally so observations are only 
locally valid for a limited period of time.

We consider the case of a UAV with the ability to estimate the local 
wind vector using an air data sensor and an inertial sensor. We as-
sume that the air data sensor measures the speed and direction of 
airflow relative to the centre of mass of the aircraft, and the inertial 
sensor measures the acceleration and speed of the vehicle in a fixed 
inertial frame. Whilst airspeed and inertial measurement units are 
common on UAVs, air angle measurements are not. One method for 
estimating air angles is an alpha-beta vane system which records the 
wind direction around two perpendicular axes each using a lightweight 
wind vane and potentiometer [23]. An alternative system is a multi-
hole pressure sensor which estimates the air angles by calculating 
the pressure at different orientations to the wind and solving for the 
wind direction [59]. It is difficult to determine the accuracy required 
from these types of sensor for accurate wind reconstruction, and this 
is part of ongoing work. The collection of truth data is also difficult, 
though some work had been performed towards quantifying the ac-
curacy available from typical sensors available on small UAVs [30].

Gaussian process mapping and control-sampled planning

Our earliest attempt at solving this problem was to use Gaussian 
Process (GP) regression, a non-parametric regression technique, for 
wind mapping to avoid the need for explicit wind feature models. The 
advantage of using a GP to generate the wind map is that the GP 
provides both the mean estimate and a variance estimate which can 
be used to identify the uncertain regions of the map. The exploration/
exploitation trade-off is managed by weighting a utility function such 
that when platform energy is low the utility weights towards known 
areas (low variance in the GP) with high energy gain (exploitation 
action) and when platform energy is high the utility weights towards 
unknown areas (exploration action). An overview of the system is 
provided in figure 4.

 a)

Figure 4 - System overview of simultaneous exploration and exploitation 
path planning architecture for a gliding UAV [34].

Figure 5 - Single thermal exploration at t = 500 s. Autonomous soaring 
flight starts at the green triangle. There is a single thermal bubble with core 
vertical wind speed of 3 m/s illustrated by a filled circle [34].

Figure 6 - Energy change during single thermal exploration [34]
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Planning

Plans are generated by a control-space sampling planner, that selects 
from a number of control actions (in this case three pitch and three 
roll actions), forward simulates the resulting trajectories using the 
mean estimate from the GP wind map for a given search horizon, and 
selects the resulting path which yields the highest estimated utility. 
The utility is a weighted sum of the total estimated energy change over 
the segment, a navigation reward which estimates progress towards 
a goal, and an exploration reward which ‘optimistically’ estimates the 
amount of energy available at the projected sample locations, where 
the ‘optimism’ is a function of the estimated map variance. The cur-
rent target is selected during each planning cycle based on the energy 
of the aircraft and is either an exploration target (the map location with 
maximum estimated variance) or an exploitation target (the position at 
which maximum power gain was recorded).

Simulation results

The planner showed that it was capable of generating paths that conti-
nually improved the map for a specified search region whilst utilising 
energy sources found during the flight. Figure 5 shows the results of 
a single simulation where the aircraft is tasked with exploring a three-
dimensional rectangular region which contains a single thermal. After 
approximately 40 s the aircraft finds the thermal and then repeats a 
process of alternately travelling through the field to reduce variance 
and using the known thermal to collect energy. The time history of 
the vehicle energy is shown in figure 6. Further details and additional 
results are available in [34]. This method showed that a relatively 
simple control strategy with good knowledge of the vehicle motion 
model can map and explore a wind field while using energy found 
during exploration. This was further extended in [35] to account for 
temporally varying wind fields.

Reinforcement learning for exploration and exploitation 
management

An alternative or complementary approach to the soaring problem 
is to pose it as a reinforcement learning (RL) problem where the gli-
der agent must learn the best control action to take given its current 
state in the wind field. The main advantage of this formulation is that 
one can elegantly combine the goals of exploring and exploiting the 
wind field in the RL framework. Further, this does not require expli-
cit identification of soaring behaviours; allowing the system to learn 
behaviours based on the wind field experienced and resulting energy 
changes should allow the system to find new soaring behaviours in 
unknown wind fields.

Reinforcement learning

Standard value-function-based RL control algorithms such as SARSA 
( λ ) [54] learn the value, ( )Q s,a , of taking a particular action, a , 
whilst in a particular state, s, by observing the immediate state tran-
sition reward, r , and updating the estimated value function according 
to the following backup equation :

( ) ( ) ( )t t t tQ s,a Q s,a e s,aαδ+ = +1                (11)

where α  is the learning step size, the temporal difference iscomputed 
as,

( ) ( )1 1 1t t t t t t t tr Q s ,a Q s ,aδ Γ+ + += + −                (12)

and the eligibility trace is given by,

( ) ( ) ( )
( )1

1 t t
t

t

if s,a s ,a
e s,a

e s,a otherwise
 

Γλ −

 == 


              (13)

for all ( )s,a . The two discount factors, Γ  and λ , control the contri-
bution of the current reward to the expected return and the value of 
state-actions previously visited in the trajectory history, respectively. 
The interested reader is directed to [58] for a full description of SARSA 
(λ ) and other RL algorithms.

The autonomous soaring problem lends itself naturally to this learning 
framework since it can be considered as a policy learning problem 
with a well-defined reward (platform energy). Furthermore, the eli-
gibility trace allows credit assignment along the state-action history, 
promoting the learning of long and potentially complex trajectories, 
which we expect as a feature of successful soaring policies. However, 
the state-action space in the soaring problem is continuous, whe-
reas traditional SARSA (λ ) deals only with discrete spaces. Thus, 
value function approximation must be applied to extend SARSA(λ ) to 
handle this. We propose using a GP model to approximate the state-
action value function since the GP not only provides an estimate 
of the mean, it also computes a measure of the uncertainty in the 
form of a variance. Specifically, the potential reduction in uncertainty 
(or information gain) from future actions can be used to quantify their 
exploration utility.

Information measure

The GP variance represents a bounding volume around the estima-
ted function surface and the change in this volume over successive 
observations can be defined as the information gain of taking those 
observations [10]. The variance volume can be computed as the inte-
gral of the GP covariance function over the state-action space, which 
has the dimensions [ ] [ ]n u vx ,...,x s ,...,s ,a ,...,a .=1 1 1

[ ]( )nb b

t
na a

x x
bound n t nx x

... .V co .. ...v x , ,x | X dx dx= ∫ ∫
1

1
1 1            (14)

t tgain bound boundI =V -V
+1

               (15)

The GP training set tX consists of the observed n − dimensional 
state-action pairs, furthermore, 1 1xt t tX X+ +=



. Given an integrable 
covariance function, an analytical solution to (14) and subsequently 
(15) can be found, see [10] for the full solution for the squared expo-
nential covariance function. Drawing inspiration from the eligibility 
trace for the value function, we define an information value that en-
capsulates the discounted sum of the information gain from all future 
state-action observations simulated forward from the next proposed 
action. Figure 7 gives a graphical representation of the rollout infor-
mation value calculation :

1 20

2
total p

p
a gain r gain r gain r gainI I I I .. IΓ Γ Γ= + + ++                    (16)
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Figure 7 - The rollout method introduced in [10]. The information gain of 
each rollout level considers all the reachable state-actions at that level. The 
total information gain is the discounted sum of the information gain of each 
level.

Action selection

Given the state-action (exploitation) value estimated from the GP 
model and the information (exploration) value calculated from (16), 
it is necessary to consolidate the two competing objectives into a 
single control policy. Prior work [12] has investigated the potential 
for applying a dynamic scaling of exploration and exploitation metrics 
according to available platform energy, and this has been adapted 
in [11] to a 2D simulation of a glider learning to soar in a wind field 
containing a thermal updraft and a wind shear region. The objective 
function used normalises both the state-action value and information 
value and combined the two using a dynamic weighting factor,

0 1

total

total

tt
t t

t t

t
t t t

max

IQˆ ˆQ I
max |Q | max | I |

Eˆ ˆJ Q max ,min , I
E

= =

  
= +      

                                         (17)

where tE  is the current platform energy and maxE  is the maximum 
achievable platform energy (corresponding to a maximum speed at a 
maximum altitude).

Simulation results

The objective function (17) was tested as the sampling policy in the 
SARSA( λ ) learning algorithm with GP value function approximation 

for a 3D 6DOF glider simulation with a single thermal updraft in the 
wind field. It was assumed that the thermal centre location was 
known and so the learning state dimension could be reduced to 

[ ]therm therm ar , ,v ,ψ=s the relative distance to the thermal centre, the 
bearing to the thermal centre, and the glider airspeed. The action set 
dimensions were chosen as a ,a ,γφ

 =  a




 the roll rate and pitch rate. 
Finally, the rewards were based on the specific energy gain of the 
platform over each state-action transition, as well as two discrete 
event costs to cover the stall and crash conditions. The reward func-
tion is computed as :

2 2125
2

max
stall stall crash

t
t stall crash

Er % v r
m

Er stall r crash r
m

= − × = −

= + × + ×

                       (18)

Figure 9 - Progression of the average reward per step and average specific 
energy gain per step across the learning episodes.

Learning occurred over a period of 35 episodes and a nominal set 
of flight paths are shown in figure 8. As more observations are taken 
and the algorithm updates the value function, the flight trajectories 
rapidly evolve to successfully gain enough energy to exit the field via 
the upper boundary by episode 14. The energy gaining efficiency of 
the learnt policy is also seen to increase as shown by the progression 
of the average reward and average specific energy gain in figure 9.

Figure 8 - Evolution of the sampled flight trajectories as learning progresses from episode 1, which terminates when the glider exits the lateral field boundary, 
to the first instance of the glider exiting via the upper boundary in episode 14, and the final flight trajectory in episode 35.
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Soaring for UAV missions

The two previous methods looked at the soaring problem purely as 
a problem of exploring a wind field and finding the optimal actions to 
gain energy. However, in most cases there are additional goals for a 
UAV. The following sections look at methods for how a UAV should 
manage external goals with the need to capture energy in-flight. Two 
scenarios are considered : a single glider searching for a lost ground 
target, and multiple gliders tasked with a long-term surveillance mis-
sion over an area of interest.

Long-term information gathering

The first scenario uses thermal static soaring to aid long-term infor-
mation gathering, as illustrated in figure 10. A gliding UAV equipped 
with sensors is tasked with searching for a stationary lost ground 
target. Information of the target state ξ  is represented with a proba-
bilistic belief function bξ  on which UAV control actions are planned 
to increase information. Given a long-duration mission, the UAV is 
energy-constrained and must also periodically replenish energy at 
thermals. It is assumed that all thermals are known, stationary, and 
cover the search area densely enough for it to be explored. The objec-
tive is to find an optimal path plan P  that maximises information gain 
over the entire mission time.

Figure 10 - A long-duration search scenario enabled by thermal soaring. The 
underlying surface is a probabilistic belief function of a ground target’s loca-
tion; darker regions represent more information. The UAV started at the top 
of thermal A, and has planned definite path segments to thermal D (orange 
lines). Green, blue and red lines represent possible next-step trajectories of 
varying information gain and energy expenditure.

Figure 11 -  The set R of inter-thermal paths between thermals A and B, 
including the initial path r0  (green). Darker regions represent more 
information.

Path planning formulation

The target-search problem involves forward propagating UAV actions 
and applying a sensor model along the resulting paths to capture in-
formation. This results in an enormous action search space; to make 
the problem tractable, we firstly observe that any feasible plan can 
only consist of (1) information gathering path segments in between 
thermals, and (2) climbing within thermals to increase energy.

We introduced this as the informative soaring problem in [45] and 
formulated it as a discrete tree search problem by constructing a tree 
T of nodes v V∈ . Starting with an empty root 0v , a child node dv  
at depth d  is constructed by appending one inter-thermal path seg-
ment to its parent d-1v , so that any v represents a sequence of path 
segments. Each node has an associated utility J(v)  and cost C(v).
Here, J(v) is the cumulative probability of target detection defined in 
[68], and C(v) is the traversal time. A feasible plan is a leaf or terminal 
node with cost tC(v ) within some budget B > 0. An optimal plan is 
one with maximum 1tJ( v ) ≤ .

Between thermals, there exists a continuous spectrum of inter-ther-
mal path segments varying in J(.) and C(.). However, we only consi-
der a subset Q  of up to three options : 1) the maximum utility, 2) the 
minimum cost, and 3) the median utility/cost path segments. Q R⊆  
is selected from the path segments set R  generated by deforming an 
initial path 0 r  using gradient descent on the underlying belief function 
bξ shown in figure 11. Refer to [45] for equations describing the sen-
sor model and utility function.

Depth-Limited tree Search (DLS)

The optimal plan is ascertained with an exhaustive tree search ; 
however, this is computationally intractable for large time budgets B. 
A solution method that trades optimality for reduced computation is 
depth-limited (or finite-horizon) tree search (DLS). The process be-
gins by building a complete subtree up to a fixed depth. The highest 
utility leaf node is identified, and a transition to the child node 1v of 
the root v0 along this branch is executed. The child becomes the new 
root and these steps are repeated until C( v ) B≥ . DLS ideally allows 
future information gain to influence local decisions.

Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS)

While DLS offers computational practicality, a good search depth is 
unknown for arbitrary problem instances. DLS complexity also re-
mains exponential in the search depth d(| Q | )  such that a better 
solution at depth d+1 may just take too long to compute. Monte Carlo 
Tree Search (MCTS) is an anytime algorithm that can achieve further 
computational reductions for similarly high-quality plans to DLS by 
selectively expanding relevant tree nodes. MCTS achieves this with 
random rollouts at each node expansion to bias tree growth towards 
high-yield end states. The algorithm is simple yet powerful, and is 
well described in [9].

Cluster tree search

Interesting scenarios arise when the a-priori probabilistic belief func-
tion initbξ  is partitioned. This could be due to a series of prior uninfor-
med local-area searches, and now the search region has been broa-
dened. For long-term planning, this is problematic for state-of-theart 
search schemes, which can be too myopic for a given computational-
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limit. Results from DLS illustrate that good solutions concentrate tree 
search effort at clusters of information. We draw on this observation 
to explicitly perform local cluster searches and optimally combine the 
resulting local plans with dynamic programming (DP) based on J(v)  
and C(v)  of every node of each cluster tree [46]. Alg. 1 outlines the 
approach.

First, information clusters are identified using a Gaussian mixture 
model Gmm . They are ordered in sequence of distance from the UAV 
start position. Trees for each cluster are stored in the set T . Clus-
ter assigns time budget to the terminal state i

ts  proportionally to a 
fraction ε  greater than the belief proportion 

i

bξ  in initbξ . The DP opti-
mal plan may involve taking time from one cluster and allocating it to 
another ; ε  allows for this. Search can be any tree search algorithm 
such as DLS or MCTS. For DLS, it suffices to use near-greedy search 
depths (e.g. 2 or 3) because the search effort is already concentra-
ted at clusters. Minimum-cost path segments are used to link cluster 
plans together. Finally, Dp returns the optimal plan P .

Algorithm 1 ClusterSearchDp

1 : 
n

[ b ,b , ,b ]ξ ξ ξ… ←
1 2

initGmm( b )ξ

2 : Φ←
3 : for 1i : n=  do
4 : i

ts ←
i

initCluster ( b ,b ,B, )ξ ξ ε+
5 : iT ← i

tSearch ( s )+
6 : iT← ∪ 
7 : end for
8 : return P ← Dp ( )+ + 

Figure 12 - A complex map scenario with three clusters of belief uncertainty 
(or information) represented by the dark patches. Thermals are labelled A to H.

Figure 14 - A team of 3 gliders (G1, G2 and G3) uses the swapping approach 
to manage the thermal T, extending the mission but keeping the partitioning 
patrolling strategy.

Figure 15 - The average maximum refresh time for a scenario with two ther-
mals and four gliders, tested with different approaches : swapping or non-
swapping and just-enough, threshold or no-thermalling approaches.
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Figure 13 - Comparative results for 1) MCTS, 2) DLS and 3) cluster tree search using DLS on the scenario in figure 12. The trade-off between optimality and 
complexity is controlled by an exploration weight in MCTS, and the search depth in DLS.
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Simulation results

In the interest of space, results are only shown for one map scena-
rio although these methods have been extensively tested on complex 
target-search scenarios and have been shown to outperform current 
greedy planners [46]. This map (figure 12) has three information 
clusters and eight thermals. The UAV starts at thermal A and has a 
budget of 60 minutes to maximise information gain.

Performance results are illustrated in figure 13. As MCTS is a rando-
mised solver, we conducted 50 trials for each exploration weight {0, 
0.1, 0.2, 0.4}. A higher weight corresponds to denser tree search 
which expands more nodes at the expense of increased computa-
tion. Figure 13 suggests that 0.1 works the best here. It’s utility is 
close to that of the best DLS depth of 4. The large step in DLS utility 
between depths 3 and 4 is a result of a longer horizon directing the 
plan towards cluster 3 in figure 12. In constrast, cluster tree search 
with DLS can achieve very high utility for greedy and near-greedy 
search depths.

Persistent monitoring with multiple gliders

A natural extension of the previous work is to examine how soaring 
missions could be performed with multiple gliding vehicles. This is 
particularly applicable to large area monitoring problems where the 
advantages of long endurance and multiple vehicles are readily appa-
rent. However, multi- UAV systems present some difficult challenges 
to overcome related to coordination and distributed decision-making. 
Consider a problem where the objective is for multiple UAVs to coo-
perate to distribute the surveillance of a target in a persistent manner 
while minimising the refresh time rT  (period between consecutive 
visits) of all positions in the area. Previous work [1] considered this 
problem with powered UAVs, and the solution presented was shown 
to be robust to the failure of vehicles or the introduction of new vehi-
cles whilst maintaining coverage of the target region and minimising 
refresh time.

However, extending the problem to consider gliding UAVs that require 
regular energy resupply is non-trivial. We extend the previous problem 
to consist of a team of N  autonomous gliders tasked with monitoring 
an area S  where there are M  known thermal sources [72]. A coope-
rative patrolling strategy is required to coordinate the gliders such that 
the objectives can be optimised. A partitioning strategy is proposed 
to solve this problem because it allows consideration of communica-
tion constraints and gliders with different capabilities. The problem is 
partitioned such that each glider is in charge of patrolling a different 
non-overlapped region and thermals are associated with the regions 
in which they are located. In this case, the location and state of ther-
mal sources can be considered as resources to be shared between 
the UAVs depending on their capabilities. This can be approached as 
a dynamic resource allocation problem to assign the thermals to the 
most suitable glider, such that all gliders maintain sufficient energy for 
continuous flight.

A swapping method based on one-to-one coordination can be used 
to manage the thermals in a distributed manner ensuring that all the 
regions continue being patrolled by at least one of the gliders. The 
swapping method implies that neighbouring UAVs share information 
about the thermal sources (location, state) in their own sub-areas. 
According to this information and the glider states each pair of neigh-
bouring gliders can decide if they need to swap regions, as shown in 

figure 14. They decide according to the gliders’ current energy and 
the distance to the nearest thermals. As the gliders converge in their 
knowledge of the world, they can decide independently and obtain 
consistent solutions. In this way, each UAV can reach the nearest 
thermal resource in a known finite time if it needs to gain energy. 
This approach ensures that the information about the thermals will 
be shared between all the gliders. Then, the thermals can be dyna-
mically allocated between the gliders whilst maintaining the patrolling 
strategy. 

Finally, another relevant issue is to decide how long a glider has to 
remain in the thermal. Two general approaches are defined. A thres-
hold approach implies that the gliders go to the nearest thermal when 
they detect an energy level less than a threshold and remain in it until 
gaining the maximum possible altitude. Alternatively, a just-enough 
approach implies that when a glider reaches a thermal, it estimates 
the amount of energy that it will require to reach the next thermal, and 
remains in the thermal until gaining that estimated energy. This value 
can be estimated based on the model described in (1) and assuming 
an a priori known path to patrol the whole area. 

Early research has shown that a combined just-enough swapping 
method obtains promising results for cooperative large area moni-
toring missions with a team of autonomous gliders that exploit the 
thermal sources. Figure 15 shows the maximum average refresh time 
computed along the whole path during a mission assuming four gli-
ders and two thermals. A cooperative path partitioning strategy and 
four different thermal access approaches are considered in the test.

Aerial resupply

In the preceding sections, this paper has described recent work on 
persistent autonomous flight through the opportunistic exploitation 
of readily available atmospheric energy. A different, yet complemen-
tary approach to persistent flight is the deliberate in-flight resupply of 
energy. This is a complementary strategy when atmospheric energy 
is insufficient or unavailable, and an alternative when the platform is 
not optimised for atmospheric energy collection. In the past this has 
occurred manually with large, manned aircraft at high altitude, howe-
ver automating this process allows the pilot to be removed and much 
smaller aircraft, such as autonomous gliders to utilise the procedure.

It is generally accepted in the literature that the primary barrier to au-
tonomous in-flight resupply is the sensing and navigation challenges 
surrounding tight formation flight. This challenge is amplified in our 
work where we consider small, dynamic vehicles that are operating 
in a turbulent, low altitude environment. These conditions require an 
accurate and timely relative state estimate that is robust to a dyna-
mic environment. One method to obtain this estimate is to subtract 
one vehicle’s INS/GPS-based state estimate from the other, where 
the result is known as the raw relative estimate. This approach has 
merit during high separation formation but the accuracy, particularly 
in relative position, is in the order of metres and is not sufficiently 
accurate for close proximity formation flight. The low accuracy is not 
only attributed to the individual sensor accuracy, but also errors in 
measurement time synchronisation since absolute measurements are 
being differenced. This problem also applies to more accurate DGPS 
systems. Highly dynamic vehicles and sporadic communication dro-
pouts further amplify this effect.
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To achieve the necessary accuracy, directly observed relative mea-
surements must be used. Vision is a popular sensor selection in the 
aerial domain due to its availability, compact size and low weight. 
The downside to vision is the susceptibility to observation dropouts 
as a result of occlusion, a constrained field of view (FOV) and uncer-
tain lighting conditions. Further, incorrect observations resulting from 
clutter and false feature correspondences must be detected and ex-
cluded. To negate these shortcomings and create a resilient yet accu-
rate relative state estimator, it is important to incorporate constantly 
available, albeit absolute, information from sensors such as inertial, 
magnetic, atmospheric and GPS.

In our scenario, a leader and follower UAV are flying in formation. 
Visual markers are mounted on the leader at each wingtip, at the top 
of the tail fin and on the right of the tail plane as shown in figure 16. A 
forward facing camera is mounted on the follower and provides rela-
tive measurements to the leader’s visual markers. All onboard sensor 
data from both aircraft are available on the follower UAV in real-time 
via wireless communications. The following sections summarise the 
relative estimation framework, the vision integration and provide pre-
liminary implementation results.

Figure 16 - Leader-follower coordinate frames and the marker based vision 
system

Multi-vehicle relative navigation

The proposed relative estimator fuses vehicle-to-vehicle visual mea-
surements with information from GPS, inertial, magnetic and atmos-
pheric sensors, located on each UAV, in a tightly coupled fashion. An 
unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [26] provides the filter framework to 
estimate the position P , velocity V  and attitude quaternion q for each 
aircraft. P and V  are expressed in the local tangential frame, relative 
to a ground station.

T
l|f l l l f f fx =[ P V q P V q ]                  (19)

l /f l f

l /f l f

-1
l /f f l

P P -P

V = V -V

q q q

  
  
  
  

⊗    

                  (20)

A UKF has several advantages over the traditional extended Kalman 
filter (EKF). It provides at least second-order nonlinear approximation 
as opposed to the first-order EKF ; derivation of Jacobians is not nec-
essary , the filter is more robust to initial errors and computation can 
occur in parallel. Resilience to initial error is particularly important be-
cause of the large difference in accuracy between the GPS and vision-
based measurements. A downside of the UKF is that a quaternion 
parametrisation of the attitude results in a non-unit quaternion when 
the mean is computed. A brute force normalisation can be made to 

Markers
Leaders

Follower

Camera
Navigation frameBody frame

X

Y

Z

work, but is undesirable. Instead, we use generalised Rodrigues pa-
rameters to represent the attitude error, as proposed in [13].

Each vehicle state is propagated using the bias corrected onboard in-
ertial measurements and the mechanization equations found in [53]. 
Details pertaining to the vehicle atmospheric, magnetic and GPS sen-
sor updates are also omitted but can be found in [19]. UKF prediction 
and update equations are well known and are provided in [26, 47, 13].

Vision integration

Relative pose estimation using vision sensors has been well re-
searched and many valid approaches exist. Our work employs a fea-
ture based method where visual markers of a known configuration are 
mounted on a leader vehicle and observed by a follower. Using the 
set of n correspondences between the 3D marker positions, l

jζ  and 
the 2D observations jδ  , as well as the camera intrinsic parameters, 
the relative pose can be calculated directly. This requires n 3≥  for a 
solution and 4n ≥  for a unique solution. A number of algorithms are 
available to solve this P Pn  problem, including POSIT [14] which is 
used as a benchmark in Section 3.3, the Lu-Hager-Mjolsness algo-
rithm [38] and an efficient approach called EP Pn  [36].

The downside to this vision only approach is that it fails with incorrect 
point matching, occlusion or a target outside the FOV. These brief or 
prolonged measurement dropouts are highly undesirable, particularly 
during close proximity operations. Alternatively, one could fuse the 
pose estimate from one of the aforementioned algorithms with the 
onboard sensor data in a loosely-coupled arrangement, however pre-
liminary results with a fixed measurement covariance displayed infe-
rior performance to the tightly-coupled equivalent. One reason may 
be that the measurement covariance is dynamic and a function of the 
relative pose, in addition to the pixel noise. Deriving an expression for 
this is difficult.

Instead, we propose a tightly-coupled approach which uses n raw 2D 
marker observations, T

j j j=[u v ] , j=1,...,n.δ  In our case n=4  and 
n 3≥  is required for observability within the UKF [66, 20]. The ex-
pected observations j , j=1,...,nδ  are calculated by first transforming 

l
jζ  from the leader’s body frame to the world frame, f

j  ζ  using (21). 
In this case the world frame is the follower’s body frame.

f f n l
j n l j l|f=C (C +P )ζ ζ                   (21)

Next, the vision sensor extrinsic parameters transform f
j  ζ  to the 

camera frame using (22). f|cP  and c
fC   are the translation and rotation 

from the follower’s body frame to the camera frame. c
fC  includes 

both the camera mounting orientation and the axes transformation.

1

f
jc c

j f f|c= C P
ζ

ζ
 

       
                (22)

jδ is calculated using K , the camera intrinsic matrix which encapsu-
lates the camera focal length, aspect ratio, principal point and distor-
tion. The final vision measurement model is provided in (24) and the 
correction occurs sequentially.
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Tvision
1 2 nh [x, k] =   ... δ δ δ                    (24)

The vision-based observation model presented in this section updates 
both the relative position and orientation by assuming correct point 
matching. This is not always possible, particularly when the target is 
far and the points are difficult to distinguish from one another. Rather 
than neglecting such a measurement, a simpler observation model 
can be utilised to extract l|fP  information. Here, the vision observa-
tion becomes the average or centroid of j  , j = 1, ..., nδ  as an ap-
proximation for the target’s centre of gravity and (21) is replaced with 
(25) where m = 1. Although relative orientation and range become 
unobservable, l|fP  and l|fV  accuracy is improved.

/
f f
j j l fC Pζ =                  (25)

Before vision
l|fy   can be used, correspondences between the observed 

points iδ  and the projected model points jδ  must be determined. 
To do this, unique marker characteristics could be used, which may 
include colour, size, intensity and frequency. However, in our applica-
tion we have chosen to use homogeneous visual markers to simplify 
the MV task and instead use the marker model to match the points. To 
do this, we use a computationally efficient, deterministic mutual nea-
rest point procedure [42]. Before this is implemented, we eliminate 
the linear translation between the point sets by subtracting the vector 

µ µ(  - )δ δ from jδ . This eliminates errors in relative azimuth, eleva-
tion as well as follower attitude and simplifies the matching process. 
The matrix Θ  is then populated with the pixel distances between iδ  
and jδ .
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Where d(.,.) is the linear pixel distance between points. min
colΘ and min

rowΘ
are the minimum value of each column and row ofΘ , respectively 
and index

colΘ contains the index of the minimum value in each column.
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For a point to be valid, it must satisfy (28), that is to say a valid point 
in Θ  must be the minimum of both its column and row. A threshold of 
validity can also be implemented to reject outliers and noise.

[ ] [ [ ]]min min index
col col coli iΘ Θ Θ=                 (28)

  Raw (1σ) POSIT (1σ) 1l|fx ( )σ  Raw impr.

 l|fP

 N 2.069 (0.86) 0.353 (0.15) 0.205 (0.23) 90.1 %

 E 1.901 (0.76) 1.017 (0.34) 0.427 (0.24) 77.5 %

 D 0.152 (0.11) 0.123 (0.03) 0.129 (0.07) 15.1 %

 l|fV

 N 0.203 (0.09) - 0.216 (0.25) -6.54 %

 E 0.227 (0.18) - 0.183 (0.18)  19.4 %

 D 0.068 (0.09) - 0.052 (0.05) 23.5 %

 l|fQ

 ϕ  1.148 (0.81) 0.295 (0.01) 0.173 (0.24) 85.0 %

 θ  1.095 (1.12) 0.660 (0.02) 0.208 (0.17) 81.0 %

 ψ  14.743 (8.90) 0.577 (0.01) 0.443 (0.85) 97.0 %

Table 1 - Raw relative, POSIT and relative UKF estimate RMSE comparison 
from 100 simulations. Axes are N(orth), E(east) and D(own). Positions are 
measured in m, velocities in m/s and angles in degrees.

Implementation

The estimator was tested in a high fidelity simulated environment 
[67] where conditions are repeatable and the ground truth is known. 
The simulation was run 100 times and the results are summarised 
numerically in table 1. Compelling performance improvements were 
observed when compared to both the raw relative estimate and the 
benchmark vision-only pose estimation algorithm, POSIT. Particularly 
large improvements in horizontal position and ψ can be attributed to 
the relative inaccuracy of the GPS and magnetometers. As expected, 
the gains over POSIT are less but remain notable which is likely due to 
a smoothing effect of the vehicle inertial measurements.

The algorithm was also testing in ground based experiments on a 
dual-UAV system to isolate the relative navigation problem, and dem-
onstrate the estimation framework functioning in real-time on an em-
bedded system. This system consists of two fixed-wing UAVs, an 
autopilot and formation flight computer onboard each aircraft, LED 
markers on the leader, and a camera on the follower.

Relative position and attitude estimates from one such experiment 
are shown in figures 17a and 17b. Here, we can see good agreement 
between the vision-only POSIT algorithm and the output of the relative 
estimator. A slight bias can be observed in the east and ψ compo-
nents which indicate a slight error in the camera extrinsic calibration. 
Additionally, we see that POSIT fails between 23-29 seconds because 
less than four points are available. Here, the relative estimator is able 
to utilise information from even a single visual marker and only slowly 
degrades to the raw relative estimate when no visual measurements 
are available.
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Figure 17 - Vision based relative estimation results from the dual-UAV system

Conclusion

The work presented here is aimed at extending the flight  duration of 
fixed-wing UAVs. This paper highlighted some of the work performed 
at the University of Sydney towards reaching this goal. We examined 
the basic mechanisms of soaring flight and used these equations to 
derive utility functions for planning. This was extended to planning in 
unknown wind fields using GP regression for wind map building, and 
for use in an RL framework to develop energy gaining trajectories 
without specifying control strategies. Further, soaring was integrated 
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into target search problems multiple UAVs. The paper also looked at 
coordination for aerial refueling with small UAVs.

Future work will aim to bring some of these methods together for 
long-duration UAV missions. The focus will be on autonomy and 
decision-making, ideally for a system with multiple heterogeneous 
vehicles to perform an externally driven mission. The system should 
make decisions about the energy available for soaring and the re-
quirement for inflight refueling to allocate vehicles based on their de-
mands for energy and mission utility 
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SBXC Glider Parameters

Parameter Value Units Explanation

,D OC
S

0.012
0.957
19..54
0.85
5.44
2.0
0
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m2

kg

°/s

°

Parasitic drag coefficient 
Wing reference area 
Wing aspect ratio 
Oswald’s efficiency factor
Vehicle mass 
Maximum load factor
Minimum load factor
Maximum lift coefficient 

Maximum roll rate 

Max. air relative climb

Approximate glide ratio 

Table 2 - The aerodynamic and geometric properties of the SB-XC glider model

Acronyms

DLS  (Depth-Limited (tree) Search)
DP  (Dynamic Programming)
EKF  (Extended Kalman Filter)
MCTS  (Monte Carlo Tree Search)
RL  (Reinforcement learning)
RMSE  (Root Mean Square Error)
TD  (Temporal difference)
UAV  (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
UKF  (Unscented Kalman Filter)
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